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Rules of Play
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Game Overview 

Apprentices is an expansion for King’s 
Forge. It is recommended that players 
already be familiar with the rules to 
King’s Forge before incorporating this 
expansion. This expansion was designed 
with modular components such that all 
or any combination of the following can 
be added into the base game:

• Additional dice, Smithy tiles and rules 
to increase the maximum number of 
King’s Forge players from 4 to 5
• Apprentice cards, which can be bought 
by the players to gain permanent bonuses
• Craft cards that emphasize both the 
easiest and most difficult parts of the 
Craft item spectrum
• Additional Gather cards (each marked 
with the    icon to show their inclusion 
with the Apprentices expansion).

ROYAL DECREE 
King Sedwickson III 
Loosens Child Labor 
Laws and Demands 

MORE!
Hear ye! Hear ye! This ROYAL 

DECREE is issued to inform all village 
craftspersons of looser government 
regulations and corporate oversight.

The King has graciously approved 
the use of Apprentices (i.e. “glorified 

interns”) for any person wishing to apply 
for the royal court position of King’s 
Forge. The King also hopes that his 

Laissez-faire economic policies greatly 
increase the number and diversity of 

gathering locations around the village 
as well as the variety of items that 

can be crafted. King Sedwickson III is 
aware that all of these extra freedoms 
may result in competitors submitting 

items counterfeited from other sources. 
(But given the King’s poor eyesight it 
is unlikely that competitors will ever be 

caught for doing so.)
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to just use the base game Gather card 
set for this, but adding in the cards from 
Apprentices as well as Queen’s Jubilee is 
recommended.

Be sure to include the 18 extra dice and 
extra Smithy tiles from King’s Forge: 
Apprentices. Note: these extra dice and 
tiles may be included in games with 
less than 5 players as well. If you prefer 
game economies where there is never a 
shortage of a particular type of resource, 
this is encouraged.

Finally, expect the game to last an 
additional 15-20 minutes longer than 
usual to accommodate the fifth player’s 
turns.

Components

18 Dice
• 8 black “METAL”
• 5 green “WOOD” 
• 3 red “GEM”
• 2 blue “MAGIC”
50 Cards
• 18 Apprentice Cards
• 18 Craft Cards
• 14 Gather Cards
10 Counterfeit Tokens
3 Smithy tiles

5-Player Rules

King’s Forge: Apprentices allows for 
the inclusion of a 5th player in a game 
of King’s Forge. All rules are as normal 
except for the following setup differences:

The Craft Deck will comprise of 16 Craft 
Cards (be sure to shuffle in the ones 
included with King’s Forge: Apprentices).

The Gather Deck will start with the usual 
4 basic cards (the two Mines and the 
two Forests) but instead of adding in 7 
other random cards, add in 10 more for 
a total of 14 Gather Cards. It is possible 
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Apprentice Cards

Setup
Playing King’s Forge with Apprentice cards 
is only suggested for games with advanced 
players and may be included or left out at 
the players’ discretion. 

Shuffle together all of the Apprentice 
cards. Then take the appropriate number 
of Apprentices off of the top according to 
the chart below to form the Apprentice 
Deck face down:

2 Players = 6 Apprentices
3 Players = 8 Apprentices
4 Players = 10 Apprentices
5 Players = 12 Apprentices

Put the remaining Apprentices back into 
the box as they will not be used for this 
game.

Place the Apprentice deck near the Docks 
so that they are within easy view/reach 
of all players. Then flip the top three 
Apprentice cards face-up and place them 
next to the Apprentice deck, similar to 
the setup for Gather cards.

Apprentices in Play
Apprentices have the ability to grant 
permanent bonuses specific to each 
player once a hiring cost has been paid. 
The bonuses range from gaining different 
dice, to gaining Counterfeit tokens, to 
gaining Crafting bonuses, to extra special 
abilities.

During any player’s Gather phase turn, 
instead of claiming a Gather card or 
using the Docks that player may claim 
a face-up Apprentice. That player takes 
the Apprentice and places it face-up near 
that player’s Smithy tile. When claiming 
an Apprentice a player may choose to pay 
the cost listed on the left by placing the 
appropriate combination of dice on that 
Apprentice (note that Elisha has no cost). 
If the cost is paid, that Apprentice is hired 
and the hiring player gains the benefit 
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on that Apprentice immediately. Hired 
Apprentices are oriented horizontally 
with respect to the player. If a player 
chooses not to pay the hiring cost for 
an Apprentice, that apprentice is still 
moved near that player’s Smithy tile but 
is instead oriented vertically (i.e. turned 
sideways) to show that this Apprentice 
has not yet been hired and can’t be 
activated yet. After any Apprentice is 
claimed a new Apprentice is revealed 
from the deck (if available) to replace 
the claimed one, as three Apprentices 
must always be visible. The claiming 
player must also discard a Gather card 

from play and replace it from the Gather 
Deck. This is similar to a player claiming 
a Docks action.

Apprentices are NOT returned to the 
Apprentice deck during the Clean-up 
phase. Any claimed Apprentice will stay 
with that player until the end of the 
game, regardless of if that Apprentice’s 
hiring cost is ever paid. There is no way 
for a player to lose his/her hired/claimed 
Apprentices.

The Apprentice Phase
In a basic game of King’s Forge, there are 
three phases: Gather, Craft, and Clean-
up. When playing with Apprentices, 
there is a fourth phase that is inserted 
at the very start of every round, 
immediately following the “reset” 
portion of the Clean-up phase. At the 
very beginning of the Apprentice phase, 
sets of 3+ Counterfeit Tokens are turned 
in (see more below in the “Counterfeit 
Tokens” rules section). Then each player 
may do the following in any order they 
choose (there are no “turns” in this phase; 
simultaneous play is assumed):
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• Hire a previously claimed but un-
hired Apprentice by paying its 
hiring cost.

• Activate any/all hired Apprentice(s)
• Activated Apprentices grant 

that player their benefit 
immediately. Gained dice go 
to that player’s Smithy tile or, 
with a         go directly into that 
player’s Supply.

• Activated Apprentices that 
have a     will grant their 
benefit to the player at any 
time during the rest of the 
round. These abilities may 
also be used during the 
Apprentice Phase (such as  
using John’s ability to flip 
Levi’s rolled “2” to a “5”).

• It is assumed that players 
will activate all of their hired 
Apprentices each round 
unless otherwise stated; no 
declamation to the rest of the 
group is necessary except for 
sharing results of dice rolls 
for certain Apprentices (e.g. 
Elisha and Levi).

Once all players have activated and/or 
Hired their Apprentices, play proceeds 
to the Gather Phase as normal. Each 
Apprentice can only be hired once 
during the game. Any hiring costs paid 
to Apprentices are returned to the Stock/
player’s Smithy tiles during Clean-up.

New Craft Cards

King’s Forge: Apprentices introduces 
18 new Craft cards that are designed to 
be shuffled in to your King’s Forge base 
deck. These new Craft cards place extra 
emphasis on the beginning and the end 
of King’s Forge; many new easy items 
to craft are introduced as well as some 
extremely difficult craft items. These 
were designed this way to make the 
decision to invest early-game resources 
in hiring expensive Apprentices much 
more difficult. Regardless of whether or 
not you choose to include the Apprentice 
cards in your game, these Craft Cards can 
be included in every play of King’s Forge. 

REMINDER: Craft Cards from King’s 
Forge and King’s Forge: Apprentices should 
NEVER be mixed together with the Craft 
Cards from King’s Forge: Queen’s Jubilee!
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The rules for Counterfeit Tokens are:
• Whenever a player claims/activates 

an ability with      , that player takes 
a Counterfeit Token from the supply 
and places it on his/her Smithy tile.

• At  the start of any round (i.e. 
during the first part of the 
“Apprentices” phase) each 
player checks to see if they have 
accumulated three or more 
counterfeit tokens from the 
previous rounds. Any player 
that has three or more   tokens 
MUST RETURN ALL of his/her 

Counterfeit Tokens

New to King’s Forge is the addition 
of Counterfeit Tokens. These tokens 
represent a player’s progress in obtaining 
a Craft item through illicit means and 
passing it off to the King as one of their 
own works of craftsmanship. There 
are five conventional ways in which 
players can gain Counterfeit Tokens; 
the Pawnbroker, Wharf, and Scrap Yard 
Gather cards, and from the Caetlyn and 
Levi Apprentice cards. These tokens can 
also be acquired from Gather cards like 
the Workshop copying one of the above-
mentioned Gather cards. Counterfeit 
Tokens available for players are NOT 
subjected to the same “finite” rules as 
dice, and if they run out during play, any 
substitution may be used.
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Counterfeit Tokens to the Stock and 
take the lowest-numbered Craft 
item still in play (i.e. not already 
crafted by a player) and place it 
under his/her Smithy tile. This 
item counts towards that player’s 
item tally for winning the game and 
cannot be stolen. The Craft Item list 
is reordered so that there are three 
items available for Crafting once 
again.

• If a player attains his/her 4th Craft 
item (5th in a 2-player game or in 
the Queen’s Jubilee Variant) using 
Counterfeit tokens, play continues 
until the END of this round’s Craft 
phase unless that item was the last 
in the Craft deck. 

• If multiple players have accumulated 

3+  tokens at the beginning of 
a round, they are resolved using 
player turn-order.

• If a player obtains their 4th Craft 
item (5th in 2-player or Queen’s 
Jubilee games) during the Crafting 
phase and ends the game, players 
who currently have 3 or more 

tokens will not have a chance 

to turn them in since they would 
not be able to claim a Craft until the 
beginning of the next round.

Counterfeit Tokens are not worth 
anything at the end of the game nor 
can be redeemed in any way other than 
the method outlined above. Counterfeit 
Tokens are the only way for items to be 
“Crafted” outside of the Craft phase.

Apprentices Gather 

Card Overview

King’s Forge: Apprentices includes 14 
new Gather Cards to diversify your game. 
These cards are can be shuffled in with 
your non-Forest/non-Mine Gather cards 
before the start of every game. Rules 
clarifications are listed below.

CHANCERY
TOP: Allocate four dice of any type 
from your supply to move one wood 
die and one metal die from the Stock 
to your Smithy tile. The allocated dice 
are returned to your Smithy tile during 
Clean-up. 
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BOTTOM: Allocate any two dice from 
your supply to the bottom of Chancery to 
do ALL of the following IMMEDIATELY: 
First, take one die currently on your 
Smithy tile and place it in your supply 
(if possible). Then in a clockwise order, 
you may take one unused die from each 
of your opponent’s supplies and place 
it onto their respective Smithy tiles. If 
an opponent does not have any unused 
dice in their supply, ignore this ability 
for that player. Reminder, dice on a 
player’s Smithy tile, or already allocated 
on Gather or Apprentice cards are 
considered “used.” Special dice, such as 
those provided by the Library, Cemtery, 
Keep, and Conjurer cards are never 
considered to be “unused.” Dice pre-
rolled from Royal Woods are unused and 
may be placed onto a player’s Smithy 
tile by Chancery. Note that a player 
must perform these steps immediately 
following claiming this Chancery ability 
and cannot save it for later in the round. 

MAGE GUILD
TOP: Allocate either one gem or one 
wood die and three other dice to move 

two magic dice from the Stock to your 
Smithy tile. All allocated dice will be 
returned to the Stock during Clean-up.

BOTTOM: Allocate any three dice to 
Mage Guild to gain a one-time-use 
ability to add 2 pips to two different dice. 
Both +2’s cannot be added to the same 
die but may be combined with other 
bonuses. If a player wishes to use one of 
these +2’s during the Gather phase (e.g. 
to increase a Tavern roll from 1 to 3), 
he/she may not “save” the remaining +2 
for the Craft phase as they must be both 
used at the same time. Allocated dice are 
returned to a player’s Smithy tile during 
Clean-up.

ORCHARD
TOP: Allocate two dice of any type to 
move one wood die from the Stock 
directly to your Supply. This die is 
immediately available for Gathering or 
Crafting. The die placed on the  will 
be returned to the Stock during Clean-
up while the other will return to your 
Smithy tile.
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BOTTOM: Allocate one die of any type 
to gain a one-time-use ability to add 3 
pips to any one die. Your opponents also 
all gain one-time-use abilities to add 1 
pip to any one die. It is considered good 
play to help remind players that they 
have attained this bonus during their 
Craft phase turns, as it will be difficult 
for them to remember it on their own 
since the Orchard card will be in front 
of you. The die placed on Orchard to 
activate this ability is returned to your 
Smithy tile during Clean-up.

PALACE
TOP: Place one Wood die plus two 
others of any type from your supply on 
Palace; this Wood and one of the others 
will be returned to you during Clean-up 
while the other one is returned to the 
Stock. Move one Gem die from the Stock 
to your Smithy tile. 

BOTTOM: Allocate two dice of any 
type(s) on Palace. ALL PLAYERS 
immediately take all of the dice off of 
their Smithy tiles and place them in their 
supplies. The Gather phase immediately 

ends; there is no pass bonus and no other 
players get to take any more Gather 
turns this round. Play proceeds directly 
to the Craft phase as if the Gather phase 
had ended naturally (i.e. all players have 
passed or at least one player has passed 
and there are no Gather cards in play). 
Palace has no effect on dice spent/used 
on Gather cards, as those will stay in 
place until Clean-up. Allocated Palace 
dice will be returned to your Smithy tile 
during Clean-up. 

PAWNBROKER
TOP: You may claim this action at no cost 
to move one metal die from the Stock to 
your Smithy tile.

BOTTOM: Allocate three dice of any 
type(s) to Pawn Broker to move one 
Counterfeit token from the stock to your 
Smithy tile. These dice will be returned 
to your Smithy tile during Clean-up.

If at the start of a round you have at 
least three Counterfeit tokens, you must 
immediately return them all to the Stock 
and take the lowest-numbered available 
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Craft card and place it under your 
Smithy tile. This card will count towards 
winning the game along with any other 
items you have crafted. If this Craft card 
is your fourth (fifth in a 2-player game or 
in the Queen’s Jubilee variant) the game 
will end at the end of the current round’s 
Crafting phase. Replace the acquired 
Craft card with the next one in the stack. 

PRISON
TOP: You may claim this action at no cost 
to move one metal die from the Stock to 
your Smithy tile.

BOTTOM: Allocate one Wood die from 
your Supply to Prison. This die will be 
returned to your Smithy tile during Clean-
up. Then all other players (excluding the 
player who claimed Prison) must place 
three of their unused dice onto their 
respective Smithy tiles. If a player has 
less than three dice in their Supply at the 
time when this Prison ability is claimed, 
that player places as many as he/she can. 
Each player chooses which of their own 
dice to place on their Smithy tile. If a 
disagreement exists where two players 

want to wait and see which dice another 
player places on their tile, the player to 
the left of the person who claims this 
Prison ability must choose first. Play will 
proceed around the table in a clockwise 
fashion until all players have placed their 
dice. Dice gained from Conjurer, Library, 
the Keep are all not “unused” and thus 
can’t be affected by Prison. Dice pre-
rolled from Royal Woods are unused and 
may be affected by Prison.

QUARRY
TOP: Allocate two wood dice and two 
dice of any other type(s) to move a gem 
die and a metal die from the Stock to 
your Smithy tile. All allocated dice will 
be returned to your Smithy tile during 
Clean-up.

BOTTOM: You may claim this action at 
no cost to gain a one-time-use ability to 
add 1 pip to one die you just rolled.

SCRAP YARD
TOP: Allocate five dice of any type(s) to 
move one gem die and two wood dice 
from the Stock to your Smithy tile. All 
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allocated dice will be returned to the 
Stock during Clean-up.

BOTTOM: You may claim this action 
at no cost to place a Counterfeit token 
onto your Smithy tile. Each other player 
takes one metal from the Stock and 
places it in his/her own Supply. If there 
is not enough metal dice in the Stock, the 
person to the left of the current player 
takes the first one and then proceeds in 
a clockwise manner. 

If at the start of a round you have at 
least three Counterfeit tokens, you must 
immediately return them all to the Stock 
and take the lowest-numbered available 
Craft card and place it under your 
Smithy tile. This card will count towards 
winning the game along with any other 
items you have crafted. If this Craft card 
is your fourth (fifth in a 2-player game or 
in the Queen’s Jubilee variant) the game 
will end at the end of the current round’s 
Crafting phase. Replace the acquired 
Craft card with the next one in the stack. 

SMELTER
TOP: Allocate four dice of any type(s) to 
move three metal dice from the Stock to 
your Smithy tile. All allocated dice will 
be returned to your Smithy tile during 
Clean-up.

BOTTOM: Allocate a wood die to 
Smelter to gain a one-time-use ability to 
add 4 pips to one die. The allocated die 
is moved to the Stock during Clean-up.

STYGIAN GATE
TOP: Allocate two wood dice and two 
dice of any other type(s) to move either 
a gem die or a magic die from the Stock 
to your Smithy tile. All allocated dice will 
be returned to your Smithy tile during 
Clean-up.

BOTTOM: You may claim this action at 
no cost to move two metal dice from the 
Stock to your Smithy tile. You may not roll 
any dice during Crafting. Unused dice 
that are unrolled have “null” value and 
cannot be modified by any  abilities, 
including re-rolls such as the one found 
on North Mine. Note that pre-rolled dice 
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(such as those rolled from Royal Woods 
and the Conjurer) can still be used for 
Crafting this round. You may still roll 
dice triggered by Gather cards during 
the Gather phase, such as those found 
on the Garden, Tavern, Wharf, Witch’s 
Cave and Cemetery cards. You may not 
roll the Library die or dice provided from 
The Keep, as those are rolled during the 
Crafting phase. The Palace and Astrologer 
abilities also do not allow the rolling of 
dice during Crafting. 

TAX COLLECTOR
TOP: Allocate three dice of any type(s) to 
move four metal dice from the Stock to 
your Supply. These dice are immediately 
available for you to use on subsequent 
turns of the Gather or Crafting phases. 
All allocated dice will be moved to the 
Stock during Clean-up.

BOTTOM: Allocate either a gem die or a 
magic die to Tax Collector to gain a one-
time-use ability to either add 3 pips to 
one die after a roll or to flip a die to its 
opposite face. You do not need to choose 
which one-time-ability you would like at 

the time of claiming Tax Collector, but 
may instead wait until you know which 
bonus you’d like to use. The allocated die 
is returned to your Smithy tile during 
Clean-up.

THE KEEP
TOP: Allocate three dice of any type(s) 
to move one magic die from the Stock to 
your Smithy tile. All allocated dice will be 
moved to the Stock during Clean-up.

BOTTOM: Allocate either a gem die or 
a magic die to The Keep to roll an extra 
gem, magic, wood, and metal dice this 
round during Crafting. The extra dice 
are still subjected to the finite resources 
of the game rules; i.e. if there is not any 
available dice in the stock of a particular 
type during your Crafting turn, you 
will not be able to roll that die during 
Crafting. These extra dice also MUST be 
returned to the Stock during the Clean-
up phase. The allocated die is returned to 
your Smithy tile during Clean-up.
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WHARF
TOP: Allocate five dice of any type(s) to 
gain three wood dice from the Stock to 
your Smithy tile. The two dice placed on 
the  will be returned to the Stock while 
the remaining three are returned to your 
Smithy tile during the Clean-up phase. 

BOTTOM: When claiming this card, 
immediately roll a die (this die can come 
from your own Supply, Smithy tile, or the 
general stock as long as it is returned to 
its previous location after the roll). This 
die may be modified by any one-time-use 
abilities that you have already claimed. If 
the resulting value is 5 or higher, take 
a Counterfeit token from the Stock and 
place it on your Smithy tile.

If at the start of a round you have at 
least three Counterfeit tokens, you must 
immediately return them all to the Stock 
and take the lowest-numbered available 
Craft card and place it under your 
Smithy tile. This card will count towards 
winning the game along with any other 
items you have crafted. If this Craft card 
is your fourth (fifth in a 2-player game or 
in the Queen’s Jubilee variant) the game 

will end at the end of the current round’s 
Crafting phase. Replace the acquired 
Craft card with the next one in the stack. 

WITCH’S CAVE
TOP: Allocate two dice of any type(s) to 
move two metal dice from the Stock to 
your Smithy tile. All allocated dice will 
be returned to your Smithy tile during 
Clean-up.

BOTTOM: Allocate four dice of any 
type(s) to Witch’s Cavern. Three of these 
dice will be returned to the Stock during 
Clean-up while the remaining one will 
be returned to your Smithy tile. When 
claiming this card, immediately roll a die 
(this die can come from your own Supply, 
Smithy tile, or the general stock as long as 
it is returned to its previous location after 
the roll). This die may be modified by 
any one-time-use abilities that you have 
already claimed. If the resulting value is 
4 or higher, move a magic die from the 
Stock to your Supply. Otherwise, move a 
gem die from the Stock to your Supply. 
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Appendix: 

Selected Apprentice 

Card Clarifications 

and Resolutions

The following section addresses many 
of the special cases that my arise during 
play with the Apprentice cards.

Caetlyn: Note that Apprentice Activation 
happens AFTER sets of 3+  tokens are 
turned in. Therefore, if Caetlyn causes a 
player to accumulate 3 tokens, they may 
not be turned in for a Craft item until the 
BEGINNING of the following round. If 
another player were to successfully craft 
4 or more items (5+ in a 2-player game), 
this would result in the game ending 
before a set of 3  tokens are turned in.

Elisha: The die that Elisha rolls can only 
be modified by other Apprentices as 
there are no Gather cards active during 
the Apprentice phase. This means that 
the only possible modifiers for this roll 
are Gertrude, Ingrid, John, Ket, Romina, 
and William.

Gertrude, Ingrid, John, Ket, Romina 
& William: To show a Gather card’s 
one-time-use ability has been used, it is 
customary to give the card a sideways 
twist. However, this does not work well 
for Apprentices, as vertically-oriented 
Apprentices are “un-hired.” If you wish 
to show that your Apprentice’s one-
time-use ability has been used, it is 
suggested that you mark the card using 
a Counterfeit token or loose die until the 
next Clean-up phase.

Ket: The white die for Ket is to be 
found in the base game of King’s Forge, 
and is the same die that is used for the 
Library card. This die is not subject to 
the finite resource restriction, so that if 
another player has already claimed the 
Library, and another player has used 
the Workshop to copy the Library, a 
substitute 3rd white die may be used. As 
similar to the Library, the player rolling 
Ket’s die may decide what type it is 
AFTER rolling it.

Levi: The die that Levi rolls can only be 
modified by other Apprentices as there 
are no Gather cards active during the 
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NOT allow you to take that die off of 
your Smithy tile and put it back into play. 
Furthermore, having Pinni activated plus 
a re-roll ability does not allow a player 
to “resurrect” dead cemetery dice either.

Replacement Cards

If you own the first edition of King’s 
Forge, the following replacement cards 
are included: North Mine and Tavern.
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Apprentice phase. This means that the 
only possible modifiers for this roll are 
Gertrude, Ingrid, John, Ket, Romina, and 
William.

Note that Apprentice Activation happens 
AFTER sets of 3+  tokens are turned 
in. Therefore, if Levi causes a player 
to accumulate 3 tokens, they may not 
be turned in for a Craft item until the 
BEGINNING of the following round. If 
another player were to successfully craft 
4 or more items (5+ in a 2-player game), 
this would result in the game possibly 
ending before a set of 3  tokens are 
turned in.

Mila: Mila’s ability only affects dice that 
are literally either gem or magic dice. In 
other words, if a player is given a gem 
“Conjurer” die (from the Queen’s Jubilee 
expansion) Mila may not use this as a 
magic die.

Pinni: Pinni’s ability only works once 
at the start of Crafting. So, if the purple 
Cemetery die is activated in the game, 
and a player rolls a die that is the same 
value as it during Crafting, Pinni does 


